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Introduction
Alan Weiss

Introduction
Whether you’re new to marketing and selling professional services, or you’re a
seasoned pro, RainToday.com is happy to present you with this content-rich special
report, The One Piece Of Advice You Can’t Generate Leads Without.
The concept is simple. We’ve read a lot of advice about B2B lead generation, and there
are a lot of people who claim to know it all. But when you boil it all down, people want
to know, “What’s really important?” “What do I need to know?” To answer this
question, we asked 10 experts in B2B lead generation: What is the one piece of advice
you simply cannot generate leads without?
Each expert wrote his or her own advice without knowledge of the other responses. As
our team originally hoped, the experts all address different aspects of lead generation.
Defining a lead. Lead nurturing. Lead generation execution. Value propositions.
Measurement. And plenty more.
You’ll find some similar, evergreen advice across some of the responses, such as the
importance of nurturing leads and having a shared definition of what constitutes a lead.
However, each expert brings a fresh perspective to the report, based on his or her own
personal experiences.
We start the report off with a letter written by Jill Konrath who puts herself in the shoes
of a prospective client. This sets the stage for the rest of the report as it is important to
always put yourself in your clients shoes and provide value in each marketing and sales
interaction.
We end the book with a useful checklist provided by Mac McIntosh that ties together
much of the advice given throughout.
We hope you find this compilation informative and inspirational for your own lead
generation efforts. We welcome any feedback, and encourage you to share this report
with friends and colleagues who would benefit from its advice.
Enjoy!
Erica Stritch, General Manager
RainToday.com
estritch@raintoday.com
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Trash Talk And Delete Buttons:
A Candid Letter From Your
Prospective Client
By Jill Konrath, CSO
Selling to Big Companies
http://www.sellingtobigcompanies.com
http://www.SalesSHEbang.com
jill@sellingtobigcompanies.com
I only have a few minutes, but I understand you're interested in the best piece of
advice I can give on how to generate more leads from people like me.
Let me say this loud and clear right now - you have no idea what my day is like. You
may think you do, but you're missing the boat. Until you understand this, my advice to
you makes no sense.
I got into the office early this morning so I could have some uninterrupted time to
work on a major project – something I can't seem to squeeze into the normal business
day, which is filled with back-to-back meetings.
But, by 9 a.m. all my good intentions were dashed. My boss asked me to drop
everything to get her some up-to-date information on a major reorganization
initiative. Product development informed me that our new offering won't be available
for the upcoming tradeshow. Sales is already in an uproar because they have
customers waiting for it. Then HR tells me that one of my key employees has been
accused of cyber-stalking.
Are you starting to get the picture? Welcome to my world of everyday chaos where,
hard as I try to make progress, I seem to keep slipping behind. Right now, I have at
least 59 hours of work piled on my desk, needing my attention. I have no idea when
I'll get it all done.
Did I mention how many emails I get daily? Over 100. Everyone copies me on
everything. It drives me crazy. Then, add to that at least 30 phone calls – many from
vendors who want to set up a meeting with me. And the pile of junk mail I get each
day is ridiculous.
In short, I have way too much to do, ever-increasing expectations, impossible
deadlines and constant interruptions from people wanting my time or attention. Time
is my most precious commodity and I protect it at all costs. I live with the status quo
as long as I can – even if I'm not happy. Why? Because change creates more work
and eats up my time.
Which gets us back to you. In your well-intentioned but misguided attempts to turn
me into a "lead," you fail woefully to capture my attention. I'm going to be really blunt
here: I could care less about your service offering or your company.
I'm not one bit interested in your unique methodologies, extraordinary differentiators,
or one-stop shopping. Your self-serving pablum, while designed to lure me into your
clutches, has the exact opposite impact.

It's trash talk! I quickly scan your emails or letters looking for those offensive words
and phrases that glorify your offering or your firm. The minute they jump out at me,
you're gone. Zapped from my inbox or tossed into the trashcan.
When you talk like that in your voicemails, I delete you immediately. Delete, delete,
delete. That's the most expeditious way to handle bothersome telemarketers. Use
those same words on the phone with me and I'll quickly raise an objection you can't
address.
I'm a master at sniffing out trash talk and deleting it. I have work to do and refuse to
waste even one iota of my time on something that's irrelevant or self-promotional.
You need to know though that I'm not always like this. Occasionally a savvy marketer
or seller captures my attention, gets me to
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Jill Konrath, author of Selling to Big Companies, is a frequent speaker at national
sales meetings and industry events. She helps sellers crack into corporate accounts,
speed up their sales cycle, and create demand for their offering. Recently, she launched
the Sales Shebang which kicks off with a big conference on November 5-6th.

Check out the Sales Shebang; make sure to sign up for the newsletter to receive our
special kickoff Goody Bag promotion of FIVE ebooks ($99 value) written by Jill
Konrath: http://www.SalesSHEbang.com
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More Is Not Better If You Don’t Know
How To Nurture
By Brian Carroll, CEO
InTouch
http://www.startwithalead.com
info@startwithalead.com
In a complex sale, my experience is, most of the selling actually happens when the sales
person isn't there. I know there's a lot of emphasis on lead generation (that's a good
thing) but, getting a ton of leads doesn't guarantee that increased sales will follow.
So, we come to the premise of the “One thing you need to know about lead generation.”
Here it is: “More is not better if you don’t know how to nurture.”
The definition of the term “nurture” is to foster; help develop, or grow. And in my work,
I’ve found that you can increase your odds of success exponentially by adding a lead
nurturing program.
What Is Lead Nurturing?
Lead nurturing is all about having consistent and meaningful communication with viable
prospects (those that are “a fit” for your solution) regardless of their timing to buy. It’s
not “following-up” every few months to find out if a prospect is “ready to buy yet?”
Rather, lead nurturing is about building long, meaningful, and trust-filled relationships
with the right people.
For you to successfully engage in a strong lead nurturing program, you first
must walk in your potential clients’ shoes.
Be sure to consider the following questions that potential clients have in mind before
they make a buying decision:
•

How will this service help my company?

•

We’re doing okay, why do we need it?

•

Is there another company out there that is better?

•

Will their solution really work? Can they prove it?

•

Is the company credible?

•

Can we afford it?

Lead nurturing means helping prospects find the answers to these questions. At the same
time, it will remind them of the benefits of working with you. You're creating value by
giving them useful information in digestible, bite-sized chunks.
How To Start Lead Nurturing
A typical lead nurturing program includes: a series of letters, emails, voicemails, case
studies, success stories, articles, events, white papers, and web events that are
meaningful to your potential customers. The key is that you’re providing relevant,
educational, or thought leading content.
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The tactics employed and the frequency of touches will depend on the solutions being
sold and the buying cycle of the prospect.
You need to create different lead nurturing tracks based on demographic criteria such as

call when there’s a need.
When your marketing program has that single point of focus of developing trust, your
time is freed up for other things; your business will become more profitable and less
reliant on competing on price; selling per se is reduced in the interest of more open
and honest conversations with prospects; you win more business on a sole-source
basis, and more new business referrals come your way. Above all, you feel good about
what you have to offer.
Still Not Sold On The Long-Term Path?
Startling as it may seem, recent research (and even studies from ten years ago) shows
that longer-term leads (future opportunities), often ignored by salespeople, represent
almost 40% to 70% of potential sales.
Sales lead expert, Mac McIntosh, in an in-depth study for Cahners Business
Information of 40,000 inquiries generated by ads and press releases in magazines
serving the manufacturing marketplace, found that six months after inquiring 23% of
the subjects had bought the product or service, from the promoter or from a
competitor. An additional 67% indicated that they still intended to buy.
It was further revealed that, of those from earlier inquiries who bought, 11% purchased
within three months of inquiring, 17% purchased within four to six months, and 25%
purchased within seven to 12 months. And 47% bought in a year or more.
If inquiries are simply passed on to sales people, reps, business developers, dealers, or
distributors for follow-up, beware. You may be leaving as many as eight out of ten
sales prospects on the sales path for your competitors.
Maintain Relevant And Consistent Dialogue
Ensure you maintain a relevant and consistent dialogue with viable leads - regardless
of their timing to purchase - until they are sales ready. A key aspect of lead nurturing
is the ability to provide valuable education and information to prospects up front, so
that you become more than an expert; you become a trusted advisor.
It’s about building trusted relationships with the right people and walking the purchase
path at their pace, not yours. Now get your compasses out and begin the long and
fruitful walk toward an effective lead nurturing program. You’ll be surprised how many
potential customers you will find who want to join you along the way.
Brian Carroll is CEO of InTouch Inc., and author of the popular book, Lead Generation
for the Complex Sale (McGraw-Hill 2006). Brian is a leading expert in lead generation
and he's profiled and regularly quoted in numerous publications. His acclaimed B2B
Lead Generation Blog (
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Find Out What Your Sales
Team Considers A Lead
By Stefan Tornquist, Research Director
Sean Donahue, Senior Reporter
MarketingSherpa
http://www.marketingsherpa.com

As a marketer, your job isn’t simply to generate leads, but to help identify which of
those leads are the best prospects for the sales team to jump on right away. Marketers
typically have their own ways of determining lead quality, but it’s shocking how many
don’t know the other side of the story: what do salespeople consider a qualified lead?
Only 52% of marketers surveyed by MarketingSherpa said they collaborate with sales to
define a sales-ready lead. This means nearly half are designing their campaigns without
input from a key resource.
If you can work with your sales team to better identify a truly sales-ready lead, you can
see a great deal more follow-up on the leads you pass along. Salespeople, who might
otherwise grumble about the leads you send, can end up closing more deals and making
more money, which will make them love you.
So we recommend two tactics to collaborate with sales on lead generation campaigns:
1. Have a formal conversation with the sales team to create an exact definition of a
sales-ready lead.
2. Establish a closed-loop reporting process that gets information back from the
sales team on how many of those leads panned out and how many were duds.
When planning your next campaign, initiate a meeting with key members of your sales
team. Maybe take them out to lunch and have them describe their ideal prospect, the
factors that influence buying behavior, and common hurdles they face while moving a
prospect through the buying cycle.
Here are 10 questions to help you identify what sales is really looking for in a lead:
1. How do I attract the right kind of lead? Salespeople will have valuable field
experience with responders from different offers. They might find that white
papers or webinars deliver the best leads or that hard offers of discounts or
additional services might attract the best leads.
2. What job functions (as opposed to job titles) are you looking for? Job
titles can mean different things at different companies. Rather than, say, CTOs
or CFOs, sales might be looking for prospects in charge of specific technology
initiatives or specific lines of business.
© MarketingSherpa, Inc. All rights reserved.
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3. How many people do you have to convince? The days of sole decision
makers or even small teams making purchases are long gone. Take technology
purchases: even smaller organizations of 100-500 employees have more than
six people involved in the buying process. For companies with more than 1,000
employees, it’s 21. Ask your sales team how many people they need to impress
at the prospect companies, and what their job functions are, so you know
whom to market to.
4. Is there a competitor who has been losing ground and whose
customers you can cherry pick for leads? Salespeople have a unique
perspective on the competitive landscape. If they know a company is
struggling, you can design a campaign that targets their customers.
5. What are your prospects’ email habits? Are your contacts BlackBerry
addicts? Do they have an assistant wh
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Finally, if you need benchmarks to judge your efforts, here’s data on the results that
marketers typically see from lead generation campaigns from MarketingSherpa’s 2007
Business Technology Benchmark Guide. In parentheses are metrics for ‘best practices’
marketers -- those with at least one of several processes in place, such as a system
that allows sales to hand leads back to marketing.

•
•
•

17% of inquiries are considered qualified leads (12%)
34% of qualified leads turn into prospects (40%)
16% of prospects end up as closed sales (20%)

Notice that for the marketers who used ‘best practices’ in lead generation, a key
difference was in how they accepted fewer leads per 1,000 inquiries. In other words,
their systems were better at determining the best leads to move over to sales. This
ultimately led to an increase in closure rates.
About MarketingSherpa: Each week 237,000 marketing professionals read MarketingSherpa’s
latest Case Studies and Benchmark Guides, including its bestselling,
Business Technology Benchmark Guide.
The award-winning research firm also produces annual B-to-B Demand Generation Summits in
both Boston and San Francisco. For more information, go to:
http://www.DemandGenSummits.MarketingSherpa.com.
About Stefan Tornquist: As Research Director, Tornquist oversees MarketingSherpa primary
research studies and Benchmark guides. He is a featured speaker at events held by organizations
such as the Direct Marketing Association, ad:tech, and the American Business Media Association.
Tornquist has also appeared on CNBC’s Street Talk and is quoted in business publications such as
the Wall Street Journal, BusinessWeek, and Inc. Magazine.
About Sean Donahue: Donahue covers business-to-business and mobile marketing for
MarketingSherpa’s B-to-B newsletter, one of the largest B-to-B newsletters in the US. As a senior
reporter for MarketingSherpa’s newsletters, Donahue has presented at B-to-B associations such as
The Council of Engineering and Scientific Society Executives. Prior to MarketingSherpa, Donahue
was editor of Mainebiz, a local bi-weekly business magazine.
Get your free copy:

MarketingSherpa’s Top 10 B-to-B Marketing Mistakes
This $19.95 report is available for free download until September 30th at:
http://Top-10-B-to-B-Mistakes.MarketingSherpa.com
Find out the “all-too-common” errors many B-to-B marketers make while
using the following tactics for lead generation campaigns:
- Search engine optimization (SEO) for Google and other search engines
- Graphic and art design for advertising, Web sites, and marcom
- Public relations
- Lead registration and sign up forms
Also learn how to incorporate blogs, podcasting, and viral marketing as a part of an ongoing bto-b lead generation campaign. Download your own copy now (deadline: September 30th) at
http://Top-10-B-to-B-Mistakes.MarketingSherpa.com
© MarketingSherpa, Inc. All rights reserved.

If You Can’t Measure It Don’t Do It
By Suzanne Lowe, President
Expertise Marketing LLC
http://www.expertisemarketing.com
info@expertisemarketing.com

Business development experts will tell you dozens of practical, proven tips for generating
leads. But whatever lead-generation method you choose, the one thing you must always
do is measure its effectiveness. If you aren't measuring, then how do you know if what
you are doing is effective?
Quarter after quarter, you could be following the best advice from the most esteemed
experts on lead generation. This RainToday book, for example, has gathered some of the
best advice available. But, it could be a huge waste of time and resources if the advice
you have chosen to follow is not meeting the lead-generation goals of your firm. And
there's only one way to find out: measure!
Professional service firms aren't always quick to measure their marketing and sales
activities, including lead generation. When Larry Bodine and I surveyed several hundred
firms about this in 2006 (the study is called Increasing Marketing Effectiveness at
Professional Firms) we learned something disconcerting, although not terribly surprising.
Although most respondents had no trouble listing their top sales and marketing
initiatives, their perceptions of these initiatives’ effectiveness were highly anecdotal. Time
and again, when we asked, “How do you know this initiative is so highly effective?” they
said, in effect, “We just think so.” Yikes! Is this a way to run a successful business?
A Verified Link Between Measurement And Success
In our research, we also found that only 10 percent of firms had a separate budget line
for evaluating the effectiveness of their marketing and business development programs.
Here’s the real kicker: those who do have a formal measurement budget are a whopping
240 percent more likely to say they are extremely effective against competitors
than those firms that don’t have a formal measurement budget! This means there’s a
significant connection between formal measurement and competing extremely effectively
in the marketplace. Now, we can prove that anecdotes and intuition are simply not
enough.
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activity.” “Our people avoid accountability.” “Measurement is perceived as too hard, too
costly and too time-consuming.”
Rather than criticize those who make excuses like the ones above, it’s better to
realize that part of the problem is that formal measurement is a new concept for many
firms. Familiarity and experience will help them not only realize the benefits of
measurement in general, but also determine the best ones for their particular culture and
business situation.
Where To Focus Your Efforts
It's not my role to give you tactical advice on how to measure your lead generation
activities, although I do include some examples of what other firms do below. How and
what you measure depends on the methods you are using. Whatever you choose, your
measurement programs must focus on meaningful, non-ignorable marketing and
business development assessments. Your metrics must be simple, tangible, objective,
and observable. If you can't measure it, don't do it!
Ultimately, you need to know if each sales and marketing initiative (including lead
generation) helps you increase client revenues, move sales efforts toward closure, and
get closer to your clients.
Simply counting leads is the easy way out, and, as it turns out, not a very effective way
to measure. Our research revealed this tactic was largely used by firms that were not
extremely effective. This doesn't mean you should stop counting leads. Rather, it
means that counting leads should be done as part of a broader evaluation of the
“motion” along a business development pipeline, not as a stand alone activity.
Here's a sampling of how extremely effective marketing and sales firms measure, and
my italicized remarks about why their measurement tactics were so effective:
•

Track telemarketing call metrics such as lead flow, call volume, connection
rate, conversion rate, meeting cancellation rate, and project success. This
measurement uses well-defined metrics in combination with wellcommunicated expectations.

•

Consolidate business development executives’ monthly performance
statistics (meetings, proposals, sales, etc.) for comparative analysis. Rate
prospects using formulas to predict their long-term worth to the firm. The
first metric holds people accountable for their activities in a non-partial
manner. The second is a strong reminder of the future orientation of
business development efforts.

•

Track number of engagements as a percentage of appointments. This is
easily documented and time-delimited.

Firms that were less effective undertook methods like these:
•

Enter lead information into a database, but don’t follow through. Good start,
but no follow-through.

•

Rely on anecdotal evidence to evaluate success. This is too vague.

•

Measure only the ability to get an initial meeting. No further follow-up. This
bar is set too low.
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Do You Really Know Your Top Lead-Generation Initiatives? Get Serious!
Most lead-generation initiatives “work,” depending on what’s happening with the
economy, your firm’s business cycle, and the forces at work in your clients’ own
marketplaces. But don’t fool yourself with an unsubstantiated listing of your firm’s top
lead-generation initiatives. Knowing which initiatives are factually the best comes only
after they are effectively measured.
The sooner you get serious about measurement, and allocate resources to evaluate
your progress with effective assessment tools and techniques, the more likely it is that you
will make real gains against your competitors - and increase the longevity of your
enterprise.

Suzanne Lowe is the president of Expertise Marketing, LLC and the author of
Marketplace Masters – How Professional Service Firms Compete to Win (Praeger
Publishers, 2004). In addition, Suzanne Lowe has written or been quoted in nearly 100
articles on the topic of professional services marketing strategy. Her work has appeared
in the Harvard Business Review, BusinessWeek.com, CMO Magazine, Harvard
Management Update, and scores of profession-specific magazines and journals. She is a
contributor to the second edition of the book Marketing Professional Services, by Kotler,
Hayes, and Bloom. She has also been instrumental in the development, writing, and
publication of five books and nearly 50 articles and book chapters for her consulting
clients.
Looking for thought-provoking, probing, and sometimes controversial insights into
professional service firm marketing? Sign up for Suzanne Lowe's e-newsletter The
Marketplace Master™ and read her blog The Expertise Marketplace.SM

Automate Lead Nurturing To
Increase Lead Generation
Effectiveness
By Laura Ramos, VP of Marketing
Forrester Research
http://www.forrester.com
lramos@forrester.com

Most IT consulting service providers (58% of those Forrester surveyed last year in our
business-to-business marketing research) rank improving lead quality and generating
more leads among their top challenges. But far too many marketers push leads into the
sales channel as fast as possible and pay little attention to lead readiness or demand
management.
Professional services marketers face long sales cycles that must deliver a balance of
message, education, and persuasion. They work hard to meet these challenges and to fill
the sales funnel with as many prospects as possible. In turn, sales often sorts through
these leads and cherry picks opportunities they think are likely to close in the shortest
possible time. Prospects that have a longer purchasing horizon or need further information
leak out of the sales funnel and marketing spends more money reacquiring those leads
later on (see Figure 1 on page 18).
Even when consistent lead capture, qualification, and routing processes are in place to
keep leads from falling through the cracks, marketing must decide what to do with leads
that are not ready for a full-court press from sales today.
Automating Lead Nurturing
Lead development (lead nurturing) programs cultivate buyer interest and adapt according
to different buyer behaviors along the sales funnel. They help professional services
marketers continue early conversations and clearly assess prospect interest. These lead
nurturing programs engage buyers in a two-way dialog, they don’t just push a
predetermined list of communications out to prospects regardless of their responses –
they track buyer behaviors and tailor messages accordingly.
For example, a medical research services company told Forrester how they offered new
customers a free 30-day trial. Theag@mg spends0u
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Figure 1:

Leaky Sales Funnel Increases Customer Acquisition Costs

October 2006, Best Practices “Improving B2B Lead Management”
© 2006, Forrester Research, Inc. Reproduction Prohibited
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The result? This small, specialized services firm now closes business with over 80% of
their subscription trial candidates.
A global business process outsourcing firm monitors the behaviors of existing customers
visiting their content library on its Web site. When registered visitors download
documents in topic categories, marketing registers a lead and begins a series of staged
communications designed to assess the lead’s value and readiness to buy. Today, this
firm attributes 15% of its customer enrichment sales to leads identified by these
marketing programs.
Services firms that respond automatically to changes in prospect behavior can fine-tune
their lead generation processes to anticipate customer needs and strengthen the
relationship by providing relevant information.
Automated lead nurturing programs such as those in the examples above, leverage
customer information to build more relevant conversations. In a survey of B2B
marketers, Forrester found 79% of firms with more mature demand management
processes (automated lead generation) use information from their ongoing interactions
to tailor their communications to a prospect's individual preferences and motivations.
Furthermore, almost half of these firms (48%) also trigger communications based on a
combination of information provided by the prospect, observed behavior, and data
gleaned from prior contacts.
As marketers begin to recognize processes that capture this information and nurture leads
are essential, marketing technology providers will provide more robust capabilities to
track, qualify, and nurture leads.
There are a number of workflow-based technology providers already out there that
professional services marketers can consider, including:

•
•
•
•

Aprimo (Lead Manager)
Eloqua
Unica (Affinium Leads)
VTrenz (now part of Silverpop)

These marketing technologies help build rule-driven (behavior driven) conversations
that use customized communications, microsites, or personalized email offers to engage
and dialog with prospects on topics that are of interest to them.
The Future Of Marketing Technology
With the increase in demand for rule-based marketing automation, marketing
technology providers will work harder to update basic campaign management, lead
routing, and demand monitoring capabilities with business rule editors; online
dashboards that roll up lead handling metrics; and analytics that show where
bottlenecks in the lead management processes occur.
Expect to see marketing technology providers partner with vendors offering business
process management, business rules, collaboration, and workflow products — like

Corticon, Lombardi Software, Open Text, and Pegasystems — to continue refining
marketing automation with business process management infrastructure that makes
lead nurturing and process design more seamless, flexible, and robust.
The Payoff
Automation, process refinement, and tighter alignment with the sales process all payoff
handsomely in the end. Our research shows firms with mature lead management
processes close a higher percentage of the leads that marketing generates:

•

Middle-of-the-road business marketers say they close less than 4% of all
marketing-generated leads – and some do not even track this metric.

•

35% of firms with mature lead nurturing management say they close 10%
or more of their leads.

•

Of the firms at the top of the maturity curve, 12 of 18 close 25% or more
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Generating Leads By Finding Buyers In
Trouble
By Larry Bodine, Founder
Law Marketing Portal
http://www.larrybodine.com
Lbodine@LawMarketing.com

I can now resolve the centuries-old debate among philosophers as to whether the
irresistible force can overcome the immoveable object. The answer is: the immoveable
object wins.
In this case the irresistible force is a professional – a lawyer, accountant or management
consultant. The immoveable object is a perspective client. You can’t make the prospect do
what they don’t want to do, no matter how much talent, experience and charisma you
have.
Professional services are not sold, they are bought. You can’t sell something that the
other person doesn’t want. Hence, the most effective way to find a lead is to find
someone ready to buy.
The Insurmountable Objection
I’m reminded of my early training in the mean streets of door-to-door encyclopedia sales.
I was in my 20s and eager to learn how to overcome objections. The sales trainer told us
how to defeat the customer who said that he couldn’t afford our encyclopedia, “We offer
super-low payments!” Or that they preferred a different encyclopedia, “Look at our
features! Our encyclopedia is better!” Then the trainer’s face darkened. He said ominously
that there was only one objection that could not be overcome.
“The customer says they don’t want it.”
No incentive, no discount, and no guilt trip can overcome this immovable objection. I took
the lesson to heart and have employed it during my entire lifetime. It came in very handy
when I was cornered deep in a maze of hotel rooms by time-share condo salespeople.
After feeding me a chicken lunch and offering me fabulous discounts to time-shares in
beautiful locations, they were astounded and angry that I wouldn’t buy. Here was the
objection that got me out of the trap:
“I don’t want a time-share.” They let me go.
To generate leads you need to look for prospects who are buyers. Don’t look for the
celebrated company that is topping the charts. Instead, you should seek prospects who
have business problems. In the field of law, for instance, look for companies that are
being sued by:
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•

Their customers. Think of companies that sell poisonous toothpaste with
antifreeze in it.

•

Their employees. Think of companies who fire pregnant women and overlook
minorities in promotions.

•

Their investors or shareholders. Think of companies that don’t make their
quarterly numbers because everyone else is suing them.

Don’t look for happy executives who are bloviated with their own success. Instead, you
should seek people who are frustrated in their careers, whose goals to move up the
hierarchy have been thwarted, whose dreams of a thriving business have not
materialized.
Your targets are companies in trouble, and their executives feel business trauma that
keeps them up at night. They need professional help. They need you.
To generate leads, the trick is to put yourself in front of these potential buyers and
discover their business troubles, needs, and trauma.
Prompting For Trauma
You have to do this face-to-face. It doesn’t work by email, direct mail, or fax. It can be
done over the phone, but only if you already have a relationship with the other person.
The reason is that so far, scientists have not found anyone on earth who can actually read
other people’s minds. The only way to find out what’s on someone’s mind is to ask them
questions. This is the key to getting leads.
For example, I was recently at a conference of potential clients, giving a talk about
the latest trends in the industry. One person at the back of the room kept asking
questions. She complained that she had repeatedly tried to convince her company to
adapt to the trends, but no one would listen to her. The inner doctor in me sensed
trauma. This was a lead I could help. Later at dinner over prime rib and broccoli, I sat
next to her and asked her to tell me more. As she poured her heart out, I knew I was
talking to a lead. We talked about how we’d change their minds by working together.
In another example, I took a colleague I’ve known for 15 years to lunch. She liked me
and respected me, but had never sent me any work. Over salads and diet Cokes, she told
me how her firm had hired two younger, more attractive women at her level. The owners
were overlooking her decades of dedication. My inner caregiver heard anguish. I knew she
was a lead whom I could help. “I have an idea that will make you look like a star. I can
help you make the firm more money and set it up so that you get the credit,” I told her.
“Would you like to work together on it?”
A Chicago newspaper published an article about my training work at a law firm, which was
now $1.7 million richer. Pretty soon the leads were calling me on the phone! One firm
owner said he read the article and was impressed. I blushed and took a sip from a cherry
Sobe energy drink to stay alert. “What has made you call me about this right now?” I
asked. He described how his firm had failed to grow, and how the 20 younger lawyers
were mere service partners who had never opened a new file themselves. My inner
encyclopedia salesman heard pain. “I have helped lawyers exactly like you get new clients
and generate more revenue,” I said. We started working together on it.
The common denominator in all these examples is that I wasn’t just listening for business
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trauma; I was touching the raw nerve and asking “does this hurt?” I was prompting a
conversation about their troubles. I knew the industry and was familiar with the business
of my prospects, so that I could ask intelligent questions. Each question was designed to
flush out pain. I knew my method was working when the other person began talking about
their troubles.
This is how you find prospects who are ready to buy. Ignore the dozens of happy-go-lucky
prospects who don’t want what you have to sell. Be a Boy Scout. Look for an old lady who
needs help crossing the street. And help her.

Larry Bodine, Esq., is a business development advisor who is the founder of Larry Bodine
Marketing, 691 Wingate Road, Glen Ellyn, IL 60137. Larry helps law firms get new clients
and earn more revenue, and has helped law firms nationwide generate millions of dollars.
For business development training so that you can develop your own clients and boost
your revenue, visit Larry Bodine Marketing at www.LarryBodine.com. My clients have
generated millions of dollars in new income, and I can show you how to do it too.
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Tales To Keep Them Talking
By Ardath Albee, B2B Marketing Strategist
Marketing Interactions
http://www.marketinginteractions.com
ardath@marketinginteractions.com

We all talk about defining leads, managing leads, the nurturing process, and other
facets of lead generation, but the most important component of good lead generation is
overlooked - the content strategy.
Demand generation communications are often approached in a one-off fashion as a
reaction to an upcoming milestone, like a new product or service launch, or an event.
When that’s over, the campaign is discarded in favor of the next “hot” idea in the
market. We talk at our prospects and clients in single threaded, one-way electronic
statements—when we have the opportunity to have ongoing, interactive conversations
that keep them talking.
In Beyond Buzz: The Next Generation of Word-of-Mouth Marketing, Lois Kelly sums it
up succinctly when she says, “…the goal of marketing is not to assert conclusions, but
to engage an audience in a dialogue, which leads people to discoveries of their
own.” (Beyond Buzz, 2007) What she’s referring to is a well thought out marketing
story—sharing something meaningful that positions your company as an expert who
understands your prospect’s problems and needs.
Stories engage people because they can easily put themselves into the same situation,
if only for a moment. The beauty of a good marketing story is that clients feel
empowered—they feel that they were responsible for seeing, and reaching out for, their
own solution. Getting attention and compelling prospects to learn more, is the goal of
lead generation. Without that, leads are just an anonymous contact listing in your
database.
But what constitutes a content marketing strategy? Essence. The essence of your
company is the core element that drives your ability to provide value in the eyes of
your clients. Once you get to the core of your essence, the pure value you offer to your
clients, you can generate an infinite array of stories. More importantly, the right
content strategy will drive faster sales cycles, build stronger client loyalty, and increase
your revenues. A story, used in the right way, is a significant competitive differentiator.
The core element provides a frame on which to hang all of the stories about your
company. It’s not a tagline or a slogan. It’s fundamental to everything your company
does. By tying together your communications strategy with a contextual premise, your
messaging will define your company, establish your expertise, and generate
conversations.
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Why Stories Work
Stories create pull. By their very nature, stories are about people, which is infinitely
more interesting and compelling than company-focused messaging. Stories help people
put ideas into a personal context.
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In the book, Made to Stick, stories are referred to as “mental flight simulators.” They
allow people to take ideas and project them onto their situations with a new
perspective. Instead of flat data, people can actually “see” the outcome and “taste” the
results.
The difference between company-focused communications and stories is that facts are
not influential unless they mean something. Stories deliver meaning by putting
circumstances into context and providing a foundation for consideration. Introducing a
new perspective can help people see things differently. It can help you break through
the status quo that keeps so many prospects inert. After all, any time we’re talking
about generating leads, we’re talking about getting someone to take the first step to
change, take a risk and make a choice.
Great stories compel prospective buyers to talk to you about putting their ideas into
action with the experts they trust—your company.

B2B marketing strategist Ardath Albee helps companies significantly increase their
marketing effectiveness by generating more and better leads for their sales
organization. She helps them capture the attention of web site visitors, and keep in
touch with high value content untill they are “sales ready.” Find out more about her work
at http://www.marketinginteractions.com and sign up for her newsletter.
Check out her industry-leading blog, Marketing Interactions, at:
http://marketinginteractions.typepad.com.
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Promising Prospect–Or Dead End?
Start By Defining A ‘Lead’
By Roy Young, President
With Ann Handley, Chief Content Officer
MarketingProfs
http://www.marketingprofs.com
roy@marketingprofs.com
ann@marketingprfos.com
Harry sank exhausted into his chair beside SignalNet's trade-show booth. It had been a
long week, and he was dreading the stacks of work he knew would be waiting for him in
the marketing department when he returned to the office. But, the sight of the glass bowl
jammed with business cards from trade-show attendees temporarily revitalized him. A sign
on the bowl read, "Win a SignalNet 1200XS—drop your business card here." Not a bad
haul, he thought to himself. The sales team is going to love this batch of leads.
As the events crew began packing up the booth, Harry poured the bowl's contents into his
carry-on. Back at the home office the next morning, he proudly handed the stash of cards
to Martha, the sales manager.
He had no idea that he had just made a major mistake.
To do their job, salespeople need leads, or prospects, who are ready to buy. As a
marketer, or someone charged with marketing your services, you might supply sales with
leads, or you might be charged with following up on leads yourself.
But what is a lead, exactly?
If you merely lump prospects into one bucket without first defining the meaning of "lead"
and then qualifying each prospect based on your definition, one of two things might
happen:
1. You and sales may end up at loggerheads when supposed leads don't become
actual clients.
2. You might be disappointed when the sales fail to materialize.
You'll also confirm any assumptions on salespeople's part that you can't help them turn
leads into cash, or you’ll be frustrated that your own efforts aren’t successful.
Definitions of "qualified lead" vary across organizations. For example, in one firm, a lead
may be nothing more than a prospect who demonstrates the characteristics of your
company's target market. In another organization, it may be someone who has already put
the firm on a short list for a lucrative deal.
To clarify your company's definition of lead, ask yourself and your sales partners the
following questions:
•

How did the prospect learn about our offerings?

•

Is the prospect a decision maker? A user? A check-writer?

•

Where is the prospect in the decision-making process? For example, are they

aware of a problem? Have they compared our services to competitors' offerings?
•

Is the prospect new to the service category we're selling?

•

Is the prospect aware of our brand?

•

What is the probability of closing the deal?

Even though you want to maximize the number of your leads, remember that no one wants
to devote resources to prospects with a low closing probability. Together with the sales
manager, or with some input from senior management, establish a goal for the number and
share of actual, eventual clients who come from marketing's leads.
Manage The Lead Pipeline
Don't assume that your work is done the minute you pass along a lead's contact information
to sales. Stay involved with sales during the rest of the process—from the salesperson's
first contacts with the lead to the prospective buyer's evaluation of the proposed deal and
final decision. For example, throughout the sale
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Roy Young is President of MarketingProfs and co-author of Marketing Champions:
Practical Strategies for Improving Marketing's Power, Influence and Business Impact
(Wiley, 2006). He can be reached at roy@marketingprofs.com.
Ann Handley is Chief Content Officer of MarketingProfs. She can be reached at
ann@marketingprofs.com.
Become a member of MarketingProfs. Get articles, tools, a community of resources,
and 50 online seminars a year for only $199. Find out what more than 285,000
marketers know...become a member today at http://www.marketingprofs.com/
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All Sound And Fury,
Signifying Nothing: Executing Your Lead
Generation Plan
By Mike Schultz, Publisher
RainToday.com
http://www.raintoday.com
mschultz@raintoday.com
There’s a lot of advice I could have given for this article. Thoughts came to mind of
targeting, communicating value, using the right tactics, crafting your strategy with the
end in mind, nurturing leads, building brand, and a host of others. Sadly, I’m restricted
to offering only one piece of advice.
And that piece of advice is: you can discuss, plan, and make decisions on all of the above
mentioned topics and more, but if you can’t get them done, your sound and fury will
signify nothing. So execute.
Pop Quiz
1. On a scale of 1 to 5, 1 being "always" and 5 being "never," how often do you
stick to project schedules and keep commitments you make to clients? I'm
guessing that most of you would give yourself a 1 (or a 2). Of course you
meet commitments and keep them. What kind of professional would you be if
you didn't?
2. On a scale of 1 to 5, 1 being "not challenging at all" and 5 being "extremely
challenging," how challenging is it for you to implement your lead generation
plans that you put in place at your own company (even when all of the
stakeholders at the company agree on the plan)?
The Wellesley Hills Group and RainToday.com asked over 800 leaders at
professional service businesses this same question as a part of our research
report, What’s Working In Lead Generation. 76% of the respondents said they
found implementing their own lead generation plans "somewhat" to
"extremely challenging" even when they agree internally on the plans.
Since service providers by and large deliver on commitments they make to clients, I
believe service providers can, in general, execute. Yet when it comes to sustained lead
generation, as Larry the Cable Guy might say, service businesses just don't “Git-RDone.” They don't keep commitments they make with themselves. The question is, why?
Execution Behaviors
In Execution: The Discipline of Getting Things Done Larry Bossidy and Ram Charan
suggest that the keys to execution at companies are based partially on a number of
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"Essential Behaviors" of leaders. I couldn't help but think of how these behaviors influence the (in)ability of service businesses to execute on their own marketing and lead
generation plans.
Behavior 1: Know your people and your business. "Leaders have to live in their
business. In companies that don't execute, the leaders are usually out of touch with the
day to day realities."
In most service businesses, leaders are in touch with the daily realities…of their client
projects and their internal staffing. What they're often out of touch with is 1) how the
competitive landscape of their own industry has changed, 2) how the buying cycle at
client businesses has changed, and 3) how their own marketing and lead generation
activities need to change if they want to grow and stay competitive.
A lot of service business leaders take the easy way out by:
• Throwing money at advertising and graphic design
• "Redoing" their websites just for the sake of changing the look
• Delegating billable staff who are currently not-so-billable to drum up some
business
• A host of other "maybe if I do this, the problem will go away" tactics
Those service business leaders, who get in touch with what they need to do in regards
to lead generation that will actually help them grow their revenue, are making serious
headway. Still, there are too many service firms that aren't executing because they're
out of touch with the reality of what they need to do for lead generation and why they
need to do it. Thus the lukewarm efforts at executing their own plans.
Behavior 2: Insist on realism. “Realism is the heart of execution, but many
organizations are full of people who are trying to avoid or shade reality.”
Guard 1: “What?! A swallow, carryin' a coconut?!"
Arthur: “It could grip it by the husk!"
Guard 1: “It's not a question of where he grips it, it's a simple question of weight ratios!
A five-ounce bird could not carry a one-pound coconut!"
As this scene from Monty Python and the Holy Grail continues, the guard proceeds to tell
Arthur that, to maintain air-speed velocity, a swallow has to beat its wings 43 times per
second.
Arthur's response: “I'm not interested.”
Service business leaders who are interested in realistic marketing and lead generation
activities, budgets, and implementation plans get them done. When I work with clients
to help them build their plans, I'm often presented with the plan from the previous
year...and the year before...and the year before that. The company leaders describe
them as "aggressive" when, in reality, they're castles in the air. No sufficient budget. Illconceived staffing. Unrealistic timeframes.
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Behavior 3: Set clear goals and priorities. “Leaders who execute focus on very few
clear priorities that everyone can grasp.”
One of the reasons many marketing and lead generation plans are not implemented is
that they have too many priorities. When plans have too many priorities, they have no
priorities.
In terms of goal setting, one company might plan to spend $350k to, "get our name out
there" in advertising (a weak goal with little ROI). Another might be, "we'll hire a
big-gun business developer and after they ramp up for a quarter, they'll sell $2 million in
new business." Sounds great...Not happening...Castle in the air.
Behavior 4: Follow through. “Clear, simple goals don't mean much if nobody takes
them seriously. The failure to follow through is widespread in business, and a major
cause of poor execution.”
"Well, I didn't make those calls because I got busy."
"Sorry, I just didn't do that. On to other things."
"Because I got caught up in all the leaders' requests for help with proposals, I didn't get
the white paper project done."
If you want people to take your marketing and lead generation plans seriously, there
have to be both incentives for taking action and consequences for not taking action.
People in organizations take on the behavioral traits of the leaders. If the leaders take
anything seriously, then the rest of the team will. Leaders at service companies take
new thinking and new ideas seri
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Mike Schultz is Publisher of RainToday.com and a Principal with the Wellesley Hills
Group. Mike is a frequent speaker and consultant to service firms worldwide on topics
such as service firm branding, marketing, lead generation, and rainmaking. Over 60
publications such as BusinessWeek, Publishers Weekly, Sales and Marketing
Management Magazine, Boston Business Journal, and others feature Mike’s original
articles and white papers, and frequently quote him as an expert.
Download RainToday and Wellesley Hills Groups recent white paper,
Making Lead Generation Work For Professional Services.
Learn the 7 rules for professional service lead generation that will
help you to:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Get the most ROI from your marketing and business
development efforts.
Generate brand without over spending on “traditional” branding activities.
Draw people into the value of your services.
Increase the number of real leads in your pipeline.
Leverage (and not waste) senior people’s time in the lead generation process.
Use results-oriented marketing and lead generation tactics.

Download your copy of this free white paper today:
http://www.raintoday.com/downloadmakingleads.cfm.
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B2B Sales Lead Success Checklist
By M.H. (Mac) McIntosh, B2B Marketing Consultant
The B2B Sales Lead Experts
http://www.sales-lead-experts.com
mcintosh@sales-lead-experts.com

You’ve spent a great deal of time, effort and money putting together your business-tobusiness lead generation program. But how you handle the leads once you get
them will make the difference between a happy sales team and new clients, on the
one hand, or an unhappy sales team and lost sales on the other.
Here are six key questions to determine if you have the best chance of being successful
with your sales lead programs, and a checklist to help ensure it.
#1. Are you prepared to send requested information immediately? Prospects have
their own agendas and timelines, so you need to be efficient, and strike while you have
the opportunity. You need to respond to inquiries quickly—the faster, the better. Here
are some recommendations:
Ο

Know in advance what to send in response to different types of inquiries.

Ο

Have electronic versions of your collateral material for those who want the
information by e-mail or via downloads from your Web site.

Ο

Keep on hand adequate supplies of printed materials, in addition to e-versions,
for those who prefer them.

Ο

Prepare people, systems, and processes to get the requested information out
the door ASAP.

#2. Are you prepared to capture all inquiries in a database for ongoing
nurturing and qualification efforts? B2B companies with computerized marketing
databases can track and measure results quickly and accurately. Also, because database
marketing programs enable you to talk directly to your targeted audience, you get a
higher return on your marketing investments and can scale back on overall lead
generation activities. Therefore:
Ο

Have your database ready to go.

Ο

Make sure your data-entry people are ready to input all inquirers into the
database.

#3. Do you have a universal, agreed-to definition of what a qualified sales lead
is before sending names to your salespeople, reps, business developers,
dealers, or distributors? When everyone—marketing, sales, and management—agrees
on what constitutes a qualified sales lead, marketing stands a better chance of
generating leads that will be valuable to salespeople. Thus:
Ο

Consult with sales management on the questions to ask that will identify which
leads are qualified.

Ο

Have proactive programs in place to contact and qualify your leads.
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#4. Do you have a process in place for distributing qualified leads to sales? Leads
aren't any good unless you get them into the right hands quickly. So:
Ο

Try to eliminate time-wasting bottlenecks in your lead distribution process.

Ο

Make the lead distribution process easily accessible for salespeople, reps,
business developers, dealers and distributors. For example, consider making
leads available over the Internet or company intranet.

Ο

Integrate this process with your existing contact management or e-mail
systems.

#5. Do you have a program in place to nurture or cultivate your not-yet-qualified
leads? Salespeople generally focus on those one-in-four sales leads who are ready to buy
soon. However, research shows that three out of every four sales come from the
longer-term prospects who are frequently ignored by sales. In this case:
Ο

Establish a marketing-driven prospect-relationship program to keep in touch
with these longer-term folks. You can use e-mail, fax, mail, and phone until
you discern they're ready for sales attention.

Ο

Make some well-chosen calls-to-action designed to generate responses, further
identify prospects' needs, and move them closer to a sale.

Ο

Consider the frequency of contacting these prospects in order to stay top of mind
without becoming a pest.

#6. Do you have a program in place to measure and track the results of your
various sales-lead generation, cultivation, and sales follow-up programs? If you
can pin down your successes in increasing win rates and incremental sales, and cutting
marketing costs or increasing ROI, senior management will no longer doubt marketing's
contribution to the company's success. Therefore:
Ο

Determine your cost per lead, cost per qualified lead, and cost per sale.

Ο

Know which lead programs generate the highest return on investment.

Ο

Identify which nurturing techniques worked and which didn’t.

Ο

Measure how your lead generation programs are paying off in increased sales
and market share.

Never lose sight of the importance of your lead generation and development
processes. Leads are the life blood of your sales organization, so always remember to
keep your lead program as healthy as possible.

M.H. (Mac) McIntosh is one of America’s leading B2B marketing consultants and
considered to be an expert on sales lead generation. He can be reached at
mcintosh@sales-lead-experts.com.
For more information about Mac’s Sales Lead Checkup™, or to request a free subscription
to his newsletter, Sales Lead Report®, please visit:
www.sales-lead-experts.com.
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